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Abstract  We fabricated an anode-type ion source driven by a charge repulsion mechanism and investigated its beam

shape controlled by a Whenelt mask integrated at the front face of the source. The ion beam shape was observed to

vary by changing the geometry of the Whenelt mask. As the angle of inclination of the Whenelt mask was varied from

40o to 60o, the etched area at a thin film was reduced from 20 mm to 7.5 mm at the working distance of 286 mm, and

the light transmittance through the etched surface was increased from 78% to 80%, respectively. In addition, for the

step height difference, Δ between the inner mask and the outer mask of Δ = 0, −1 mm, and +1 mm, we observed the

ion beam shape was formed to be collimated, diverged, and focused, respectively. The focal length of the focused beam

was 269 mm. We approved experimentally a simple way of controlling the electric field of the ion beam by changing

the geometry of the Whenelt mask such that the initial direction of the ion beam in the plasma region was manipulated

effectively.

Keywords: Anode type ion beam source, Whenelt mask, Ion beam shape, Charge repulsion mechanism, Focused ion
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I. Introduction

At present, micro-lenses that realize virtual reality and

augmented reality are widely used in the information and

communication technology (ICT) industry. In fabrication

of the lenses the injection method using a jig is now

popular in most processes. However, the control of the

roughness of the surface of the jig and the ultrafine

machining technology have become a subject of interest

[1,2]. Wet [3] and dry [4] etching methods are known as

ways for the planarization of the tool marks on the jig

surface. In case of dry etching, anisotropic ion milling

method using an ion beam is also widely used [5,6].

In order to perform the ion milling process effectively,

the shape of the ion beam must be changed according to

the objective of the process. In case of etching a very small

area, there is a demand for a way of forming intricately the

ion beam reaching the area where the surface treatment is

needed to be as small as several millimeters or less. There

are ion millers developed for manufacturing transmission

electron microscope (TEM) specimens, but they are

unsuitable for industrial use because they can only etch

very narrow area within a few micro-meters. Therefore, it

is desired to develop a method of producing ion beam

shape that could be used to obtain a desired shape of ion

beam within the working distance, such as a micro-lens jig

or an industrial ion beam sputter [7].

Usually, electrons are relatively easy to deflect into a

small radius by applying an electromagnetic field during

the emission and acceleration process. In contrast, it is not

simple to manipulate positive (+) ions into a desired

direction. It is the same phenomenon that the same charge

that is not within the coherence length is accelerated and

focused, which is not easy [8].

In this study, the anode-type ion source driven by the

charge repulsion mechanism was fabricated, and the shape

control and characteristics of the emitted ion beam

according to the individual structure type of the Whenelt

mask were investigated.

II. Experiments
 

In this study, the plasma complex machining center

(PCMCTM, Finesolution Co.) was used to produce the

beam shape of the ion source, and the conditions for the

generation and acceleration of the plasma ion beam were

controlled accordingly. The ion source was mounted in the

PCMC as shown in Fig. 1.

The anode type ion source FPG-C100S (Finesolution

Co., Korea), which is driven by the charge repulsion

mechanism, oscillates the plasma using the gas existing in*Corresponding author
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the vacuum chamber without injecting the plasma

generating gas into the ion source [9-11]. A voltage of

2,000 to 2,500 V was applied to the anode electrode to

accelerate plasma generation and ions. High purity (5N)

argon was used as a gas of plasma generation, and the gas

injection amount was adjusted in the range of 3 to 10 sccm

using mass flow controller (MFC). For normal beam

emission, the gas pressure of the vacuum chamber was

maintained at 2.8 × 10−3 Torr, which is lower than the

critical pressure [12], and was measured using a Pirani

gauge, a full range gauge (Pfeiffer) and a capacitance

diaphragm gauge.

We prepared NiCr thin films on glass substrate (60 × 60

× 0.7 mm) by sputtering that was used to study the shape

of the ion beam as well as the light transmittance as

measured with the diode array spectrometer (Hewlett

Packard, 8452A). The initial transmittance of the thin film

was 16% and the etch depth of the thin film was compared

among specimens. The etching by the ion beam source was

performed at the chamber pressure of 2 mTorr for 90

seconds. For the analysis of the ion beam shape, we used

a moving type Faraday sensor as shown in Fig. 2. The ion

current was measured while the sensor was moving or

stopping in the direction perpendicular to the ion beam.

III. Results and Discussion

Figure 3 shows the cross-sectional structure of a set of

Whenelt mask located at the front face of the anode-type

ion source and the dispersion pattern of the emission beam.

In Fig. 3, ① and ② represent the outer mask and the inner

mask, respectively. In the figure, θ is the inclination angle

of the mask, and h is the mask height. α is a slit dispersion

angle showing a difference based on the mask slit interval

g, where +α and −α represent shapes in which beams

emitted from one slit are dispersed or gathered,

respectively. β represents the dispersion angle of the whole

beam showing whether the two beams are converged

inwardly or dispersed outwardly based on the distance d

between the two slits and the slits formed by the inner

mask and the outer mask. Here, −β and +β indicate the

shape in which the two beams are gathered toward each

other and the shape in which they are dispersed. As with

the electron gun, the Whenelt mask plays a role of

preventing the formation of a charge cloud due to the ions

in the plasma and setting the initial motion direction in the

case of the anode type ion source driven by the charge

repulsion mechanism [13,14]. The shape of the beam

according to the inclination angle θ and the height h of the

Whenelt mask shown in Fig. 3(a) was investigated using

Figure 1. Configuration of the PCMCTM vacuum chamber

with ion beam source; ① charge repulsion type ion source, ②
Faraday sensor, ③ substrate holder.

Figure 2. (a) Schematic of the ion current measuring device
and (b) an equivalent circuit of the Faraday sensor.

Figure 3. Cross sectional view of the Whenelt mask at the face
of ion beam source and a dispersion form of the emission

beam for the repulsion ion source: ① outer mask, ② inner
mask.

Figure 4. The shape of the NiCr thin film etched by the ion
beam for the mask inclination angle (a) 40o, (b) 60o.
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the thin film etching phenomenon by the ion beam. 

Figure 4 shows the shape of the NiCr thin films etched

by the ion beam. The working distance between the

substrate and the ion beam source was 286 mm and etched

for 90 seconds. The inclination angles (θ) of the Whenelt

mask for (a) and (b) in Fig. 4 are 40° and 60°, respectively.

Since the shape of the beam ejected from the ion source is

formed by the drift close loop movement of electrons, the

etched shape is also donut shape similar to the ion source

shape.

Figure 4(a) displays a donut shape with the inner and

outer diameter of 20 mm and 60 mm, and the

transmittances for a wavelength of λ = 550 nm measured

at the positions ①, ②, ③ were 31%, 78% and 30%,

respectively. Figure 4(b) shows the inner and outer

diameters of the etched region are 30 mm and 45 mm, and

the light transmittances at λ = 550 nm measured at ④, ⑤,

⑥ were 23%, 80%, and 19%, respectively. The ion beam

dispersion angles for the mask inclination angles θ = 40o

and 60o were measured α = +1.85o and +0.6o, respectively.

The larger the mask inclination angle θ, the smaller the

dispersion angle α of the emitted beam. It implies that the

spreading of the accelerating ions becomes small and the

ion density is increased, which results in a large etching

effect.

The shape of the emission beam according to the height

difference (Δ = ho-hi) was investigated by changing the

height (hi) of the inner mask (Fig. 3 ②) while maintaining

the height (ho) of the outer mask constant. For the normal

beam emission, the gas pressure of the vacuum chamber

was maintained at 2.8 × 10−3 Torr, which was lower than

the critical pressure (Pcrit = 3.2 × 10−3 Torr) [12]. 

Figure 5(a) shows the shape of the beam emitted when

the inner and outer mask heights are equal to 5 mm; that is,

Δ = 0. The dispersion angle β is +0.45o, which is very

similar to the result shown in Fig. 4(b), and shows a

collimated beam shape close to a straight line. It is

considered that the dispersion angle is developed due to the

repulsion phenomenon caused by the same electric polarity

during the acceleration of the emitted ion charge. Figure 5

(b) is a shape in which the height (hi) of the inner mask is

1 mm higher than the outer mask height (h0) (Δ = −1). A

divergence beam of having an angle β (Δ = −1) = +7.5o

was formed. Figure 5(c) is a form in which the inner side

Figure 5. Emission ion beam shape at the inclination angle of
mask θ = 60o; (a) Δ = 0, (b) Δ = −1, and (c) Δ = +1.

Figure 6. Emission of focused ion beam.

Figure 7. Schematic view of industrial ion beam sputtering

concept ① ion source, ② emission beam, ③ cylindrical target,
④ sputtered material, ⑤ working distance, ⑥ beam sectional
area, ⑦ cooling water.

Figure 8. Ion currents measured along to the x-direction for

collimated (□), diverged (○), and focused (△) beam shapes.
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is lower by 1 mm than the outer mask (Δ = +1). The shape

of the emission beam becomes a focused beam having a

dispersion angle β (Δ = +1) of about −4.25°. As the height

difference Δ was varied from −1 to +1, the angle of

dispersion β was changed to +7.5o and −4.25o, respectively.

It is worth to note that there is an asymmetry in β, and its

difference Δβ is as large as 11.75o. It is resulted from the

repulsive force due to the same polarity of ions generated

in the acceleration process.

For the focused ion beam shape as shown in Fig. 5(c),

we estimated the focal length as in Fig. 6. The focused ion

beam is formed in such a way that the ion beam emitted in

a donut shape collects at one point. In the case of the

focused ion beam of Fig. 5(c), the focal length is calculated

as 269 mm when the slits distance d = 40 mm and the

dispersion angle b (Δ = +1) = −4.25°. In practice, we

suggest an example of the use of focused ion beam applied

to the general industrial device as shown in Fig. 7. For β

(Δ = +1) = −4.25o, the focused ion beam was calculated to

produce a cross section (⑥) of about 20 mm in diameter at

the working distance (⑤) of nearly 135 mm. The working

distance (⑤) and the beam cross-section (⑥) are within

typical values applicable to industrial use. Therefore, the

focused ion beam source can be combined with a typical

cylindrical sputter cathode target (③), diameter 165 mm)

used in industry, and it could be associated with an ion

beam sputtering apparatus. 

We measured the ion current of beam for the cases of ion

beam shapes shown in Fig. 5. Figure 8 displays the

measured current along the x-direction using the moving

type Faraday sensor. For the experiment, argon of 10 sccm

was injected into the vacuum chamber, and the gas

pressure (P) of the vacuum chamber was 1.5 mTorr lower

than the critical pressure (Pcrit). The voltage applied to the

anode electrode was 1.5 kV, and the Faraday sensor for

current measurement was moved in the x-direction at a

distance L = 185 mm away from the ion source. As shown

in Fig. 8, the maximum current values of 19.5, 10, and

40 μA were measured for the collimation, divergence, and

focused beams, respectively. It can be confirmed that the

beam current is significantly increased as the beam is

collected at the central portion as in the focused type. This

result is suggestive that the focused type ion beam would

be very effective for a process requiring a high etch rate at

a local position. 

The phenomenon that has been shown through this study

can be interpreted as follows. In the case of the anode electrode

located at the lower part of the Whenelt mask and the positive

voltage is applied, the relative potential corresponds to the

ground potential around the anode electrode including the

specimen support, the vacuum container and so on. The ions in

the plasma are subjected to an electric force due to the

electric field between the anode and the ground potential.

If the pressure (P) inside the vacuum chamber is above the

critical pressure (Pcrit), a glow discharge is formed. But if

the chamber pressure (P) is lower than the critical pressure

(Pcrit), a dark discharge is formed in which the mean free

path of the gas molecules is sufficiently long. Therefore,

the ions inside the plasma are accelerated toward the

opposite potential facing the anode electrode without being

influenced by the surrounding mask near the dark space

region [12,15]. Thus, the shape of the Whenelt mask

becomes very important to control the beam shape. It is

because the main factor determining the initial acceleration

direction for the plasma inner ions in the dark discharge

state is the electric field.

From the results of this experiment, we confirmed that

the shape of the ion beam varies depending on the

inclination angle and the relative height between the inner

and outer mask. 

1) As the angle of inclination (θ) of the mask becomes

small, the ion beam spreads widely and disperse that

results in reduced light transmission for the etched NiCr

film.

2) The relative height of the inner and outer sides of the

Whenelt mask is very critical to control the whole beam

shape in ways of inward or outward the center of the beam

acceleration direction. When the inner mask is protruded 1

mm higher than the outer mask (Δ = −1), a divergent ion

beam with a dispersion angle b of +7.5o is emitted. On the

other hand, when the inner mask is lowered by 1 mm

(Δ = +1) a focused ion beam having a dispersion angle β

of −4.25o was emitted.

IV. Summary
 

We investigated the shape of the ion beam depending on

the shape of the Whenelt mask of the anode type ion

source driven by the charge repulsion mechanism. The

shape of the ion beam and the ion density were found to

vary depending on the inclination angle (θ) and the height

(Δ) of the Whenelt mask. It was confirmed that as the

inclination angle of the mask increases, and as the height of

the inner mask decreases (Δ > 0), the ions emitted are

being focused. In addition, we found that the focused ion

beam can satisfy the working distance applicable to the ion

beam sputtering apparatus and the beam sectional area. In

this experiment, an ion beam with a focal length of

269 mm was formed at θ = 60o and Δ = −1. It is conclusive

that the electric field subjected to the ion source can be

controlled by the geometrical shape of the Whenelt mask

and the initial direction of the ion in the plasma region.
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